To study the impact of e-governance projects, the live data is to be collected. The practical impact is to be studied. NDLM partner Macro Soft Educational Society, working under NDLM, having responsibility to impart computer training all over the Haryana, has been contacted for studying the various impacts of the project.

The training Partner has registered more than 2800 students under more than 30 training centres. The data of all the students have been collected. The impact of NDLM Level-1 and Level-2 will be studied.

I will suggest the best way to implement the CSC project. VLE(Village Level Enterpre) & VLE selection process notified by Govt. of Haryana has been studied. The local person i.e. person from same locality is given preference. All the NIELIT centres, Hartron centres and banks correspondence are converted into CSCs. My objective is to study CSC project deeply and suggest the best possible way to implements it. I will go to those areas where I think real problems related to citizen exits. I will study the impact of digital India program by taking data from CSCs operational in District fatehabad. Presently 90 CSCs are
operational in the district. I will study the way various services are given at CSCs like income certificate, caste certificate, domicile etc.

**Educational services like NDLM**

The educational programs under digital India i.e. NDLM is being studied by me. Two levels are there. The training partners & centers under NDLM have been approached. I will go through the NDLM project deeply. I aim to suggest to best way to implement NDLM project. I shall deeply study the implementation, what is being done and what should be done. Impact of digital India will be studied in depth.

**Transportation Projects (VAHAN / SARATHI)**

VAHAN and SARATHI two projects dedicated to Transportation department. VAHAN includes facilities to register the vehicles, get duplicate RC, changes in RC etc. SARATHI project is for licences related services. These projects are operational at e-disha. Seven blocks of Fatehabad used e-disha.

I will go through these two projects, will study what is problem area where the improvements are possible and will suggest the same.

**Death birth registration system/jeevan parman project.**

Death & Birth Registration system has been computerized in Haryana. I shall study the same and the best way to improve it will be suggested.

Jeevan Parman Project:- Every pensioner has to given Jeevan Parman every year. This has been computerized. Various technical issues will be studied.

AEBAS : Aadhaar Enabled Bio-Metric Attendance Systems : AEBAS will be studied and the best implementation method will be suggested.